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John Snow and the Broad Street pump



Tradition of mandatory reporting

Some data should flow freely in the NHIN
E.g., data for mandatory infectious disease reporting

Mandatory reporting of disease involves full 
identification of the individuals
Little public debate about the mandatory reporting of 

Cholera
Measles
Syphilis
Neisseria meningitidis



But, we want to find the next Amoy Gardens

This, however, requires a 
data-mining approach



How Anthrax drove the technology

Early detection!!

Focus shifted to:
• Real time 

• $$$ Investment
• Data processing

• New kinds of data
• Monitoring many 
patients to detect 
patterns





So, how do we find disease outbreaks 

and protect privacy?



New imperatives and opportunities 
for data exchange

Public health went from a data-poor enterprise, to 
one in which there is increasing data sharing with 
health care

This is important, because doctors and health care 
institutions (who have the data) do not focus on public 
health issues
So how do we handle this sharing?



As the NHIN emerges, we have the opportunity to 
think carefully about preserving privacy



Why care about privacy?

Health care data are very disclosing, e.g., a 
medication list
Concern about linkage—employer-based health care, 
life insurance, stigmatizing conditions
Secondary uses of healthcare data are often not 
restricted—e.g., pharmacy data
Banks can put $ back into your account, and plan for 
fraud



Five principles

Do not rely on technology alone—need rules, 
regulations, policies, legislation
Allow strong institutional control
Allow strong personal control 
Obscure the patient identity  
Err on the side of data security over efficiency



1. Policy

Critical to drive 
and to complement technology



Policy

Limit accesses to authorized individuals
Educate those individuals about risks
Implement regulations to enforce good behavior
Strictly control on secondary uses of data
Use IRB’s whenever possible
Consider a public health version of the IRB process
Legislate to protect insurability—to reduce the overall 
privacy implications of disclosure



2. Institutional control

Follows from “policy” principle—health care 
institutions, heavily regulated, 

are enforcers of policies



Institutional control

It is technically very difficult for each piece of 
information to travel with the policies around consent 
in perpetuity
What leaves the institution is the institution’s 
responsibility regardless of whether it going to

Public health
Personal health record
Research project (best developed framework)

This approach leverages institutional control over 
employees, institutional enforcement of policies, 
implementation of audit trails etc. 



Institutional control

A corollary of “Institutional control” is to always share 
only the minimal dataset
Technology must allow sharing of minimal data with 
reach back capability 

This requires a distributed database with robust 
authorization and access controls



Institutional control

e.g.—for biosurveillance, work with “de-identified 
data” to detect aberrations, and then dig back in—
WITH PROPER AUTHORITY--when investigation is 
required

coming up—what does de-identified mean?

For this, we use peer-to-peer architectures



3. Personal control

Models for allowing the 
patient to control access



Personal control

Giving control to institutions can facilitate personal 
control—institutions can enforce the wishes of their 
patients

Simplest model is opt in and out at initial consent
Another model is for institutions to release 
information to patients in containers called personally 
controlled health records.  Then the patients can 
themselves handle consent and access.



Personal control

The Indivo Health project, formerly PING, being 
rolled out in several test beds including 

MIT Medical
Harvard University Health Services
HP
MA Share
Children’s Hospital Boston

E.g., a patient might make data available for 
Public health
Research
Post-marketing surveillance (see web.mit.edu/cbi/)



4. Obscure the patient identity

Why take chances?



Obscure the patient identity

Sweeney--date of birth, gender, 5-digit ZIP combine 
to identify 87% of the US population

Emerging issues--spatial data—a newer data type for 
the health care industry, increasingly used in 
surveillance



Obscure the patient identity

We want to find the next Amoy Gardens

Most surveillance systems 
use zip codes—which 
lowers the resolution



Obscure the patient identity 

But point location data yield a superior spatial 
clustering detection

Yet, point location data are very revealing of identity



Cassa et al JAMIA 2006



5. Encryption

Protect against failures of the first four 
approaches



Encryption



Here, encryption of data would have helped 
enormously

Ping model—individually encrypted records




